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ALL AROUND CYPRUS 
 

Wine Month 
The Cyprus Tourism Organisation implemented the 

programme "Cyprus Wine Routes", which was 

confounded by the European Structural Funds. 

Within the framework of this programme, seven 

different routes have been designed and sign-

posted, offering visitors the opportunity to 

experience the traditional Cypriot hospitality and to 

be introduced into the magical world of the local 

wines. Visit 41 of the wineries operating on the 

island and taste their wines. Enjoy staying in 

traditional and other tourist accommodation and 

indulge into unique Cypriot dishes in traditional 

taverns and restaurants. For further information on 

the events and excursions organised, please 

download the e-booklet on the CTO website 

www.visitcyprus.com. 

 

• SAT, 5 NOV|Pallas Theartre, Lefkosia 

• SUN, 6 NOV|Rialto Theatre, Lemesos   

The Elephant  
 Milena Ugren Koulas’ latest work seeks to explore 

ideas of illusions, beliefs, and blind faith.  Inspired 

by a Hindu tale of the blind men and the elephant in 

which the men are convinced that the elephant is 

God, Ugren Koulas questions traditions and 

religions. She, along with Eleni O’Keefe, 

metaphorically explore the space between reality 

and illusion that religions eloquently aim to erase. 

The choreographic work is amplified through the 

collaboration with musicians George Koulas, Rodos 

Panayiotou, and Marios Takoushis. ugrenkoulas.com 

Time: 20:30 

Entrance: Free 

 

• WED, 9 NOV|Apostolos Pavlos Gymnasium, Pafos 

• THU, 10 NOV| Rialto Theatre, Lemesos 

• FRI, 11 NOV|Pallas Theatre, Lefkosia 
CYPRUS SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 

Without Conductor 
Donizetti may today be better-known as one of the 

leading composers of bel canto operas, but he also 

wrote a number of orchestral works, among which 

the Sinfonia for Winds in 1817. In one movement, 

the work is stylistically similar to a bel canto opera 

overture in its tuneful melodies and dramatic 

orchestration. German-Swiss composer Joachim 

Raff meanwhile appears to have himself coined the 

term “Sinfonietta” for precisely his opus 188 written 

in the spring of 1873. Describing “little” or “light” 

symphonies, the work was very popular in its day 

and no doubt helped the use of the term amongst 

composers. Rounding up the programme, 

Tchaikovsky’s Serenade for strings needs little or no 

introduction. Written in 1880, it’s characterized by 

the well-known Tchaikovskian colour, with its best-

known movement most probably the second one, 

the Moderato-Tempo di valse. And all these…. 

WITHOUT A CONDUCTOR! 

Time: 20:30 

Entrance: €12|€7 18-26yrs & pensioners|€5 12-

18yrs|€3 -12yrs 

For further information and online tickets: T. +357 

22463144, cyso.org.cy 

 

• SAT, 12 NOV|Pallas Theartre, Lefkosia 

• SUN, 13 NOV|Rialto Theatre, Papadakeion 

Municipal School of Music, Lemesos   

Chamber Music Concerts with Musicians of 

the Cyprus Symphony Orchestra 
In his Trout Quintet, Schubert forgoes the usual 

piano and string quartet lineup, using instead an 

instrumentation adopted a few years earlier by 

Johann Nepomuk Hummel. Why Trout though? 

Quite simply, the fourth movement is a set of 

variations on Schubert’s earlier Lied “Die Forelle” 

(The Trout), and this because the quintet was 

written for Sylvester Paumgartner, a wealthy music 

patron and amateur cellist, who wanted the 

composer to include a set of variations on the 

specific song. Starting off the programme however 

pianist is Yiannis Georgiou with Rachmaninov’s 

“Musical Moment” no. 1, op. 16, which features a 

mid-piece pause at roughly the same place as 

Schubert’s first “Musical Moment”, emphasizing the 

influence which the Austrian composer had on the 

great Russian romantic. 

Time: 17:00 

Entrance: €5|€3 -12yrs 

For further information and online tickets: T. +357 

22463144, cyso.org.cy 
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• WED, 16 NOV| Rialto Theatre, Lemesos 

• THU, 17 NOV| Municipal Theatre, Larnaka  

• FRI, 18 NOV|Strovolos Municipal Theatre, Lefkosia 

The Story of Babar, the Little Elephant 
Babar the Little Elephant was born in 1931 through 

Jean de Brunhoff’s book Histoire de Babar which 

enjoyed immediate success, with A. A. Milne (of 

Winnie the Pooh fame) introducing an English-

language version in Britain and the United States 

just two years later. With the story having since 

been translated into many other languages, 

including Greek, it tells of a young elephant (Babar) 

whose mother is killed by a hunter. Babar escapes, 

and in the process leaves the jungle, visits a big city 

and returns to bring the benefits of civilization to 

his fellow elephants. With projected images and 

narration in Greek!!  

Α. BALTAS: Babar’s song 

Narrator: Petros Georgadjis 

Conductor: Petros Stylianou 

Time: 17:00 

Entrance: €5|€3 -12yrs 

For further information and online tickets: T. +357 

22463144, cyso.org.cy 

 

EVERY WEEKEND 

The Cyprus Strollers 
 The Cyprus Strollers is for everyone who loves life 

outdoors, wants to get some exercise during the 

weekend and explore the city paths of Lefkosia 

(Nicosia) and the Cyprus countryside. The Cyprus 

Strollers welcome families – children and pets! -  

who love nature and search for hiking 

opportunities. The majority of walks are suitable for 

people with good physical health and fitness. Some 

others last over 3 hours and involve more strenuous 

exercise which includes uphill climbing. Most walks 

start in the morning and are followed by lunch 

(optional) at a taverna, or a picnic. Others start in 

the early afternoon and are followed by a drink and 

a snack. For further information on the forthcoming 

hikes please visit: cyprus-strollers.org 
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LEFKOSIA (NICOSIA) 
 

WED, 2 & THU, 3 NOV 

Short Film Bouquet 
Following the great success of the last few years,  

"Short Film Bouquet" returns at the ARTos 

Foundation with two nights of screenings of selected 

short films in collaboration with the Goethe Institute, 

the Institut Francais, the Cervantes Institute (in 

collaboration with the Embassy of Spain in Cyprus) 

and the Embassies of the Netherlands and Austria 

(in cooperation with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

of Austria and the Austrian Film Academy). For 

further information visit artosfoundation.org 

Venue: ARTos Cultural and Research Foundation (64, 

Agion Omologiton Ave., CY-1080, T. +357 22445455) 

Time: 20:30  

Entrance: Free  

 

WED, 2 – FRI, 4 NOV 

Knowledge is power  
The aim of the Conference is to explore the 

historical dimensions and itineraries of knowledge 

reposited in books and maps, embarking from the 

sphere of private initiatives in knowledge 

codification and advancing to issues that regard its 

public diffusion for the benefit of the academic 

community, as well as the broader public. 

Presentations of significant European and American 

libraries will highlight the achievements of Library 

Science, while the challenges and prospects related 

to different models of Open Libraries, will be 

investigated during a roundtable discussion, with 

the participation of international experts and 

audience members. The official languages of the 

Conference will be Greek and English, with 

simultaneous translation available. 

Venue: University of Cyprus, Uni. House ‘Anastasios 

G. Leventis’, Auditorium B108 (1, Panepistimiou Ave., 

CY-2109, Tel.: +357 22894305) 

Entrance/participation: Free  

For further information and registration: 

sylviaioannoufoundation.org 

 

 

 

 

 

ONGOING   till FRI, 4 NOV 
Alison Turnbull - Cloud Diagram 
 Cloud Diagram’ is a solo exhibition by Alison 

Turnbull, curated by Maria Stathi and with the 

support of the British Council Cyprus and the British 

High Commission. Her work is in major collections 

including the Arthur Andersen, London; Arts Council 

England; The British Council; Clifford Chance, 

London; Deutsche Bank AG, London; Government 

Art Collection, London; Imperial War Museum, 

London; Imperial College Health Care Trust, London; 

Southampton City Art Gallery; and Seagrams, 

London. 

Venue: Art Seen (Cronos Court, 66B Makarios Ave., 

CY-1077, T. +357 99624090, artseeneditions.com) 

Opening Hours: Wed - Fri 15:30 – 19:00 and by 

appointment. 

 

SAT, 5 & SUN, 6 NOV 

Cyprus International Food Festival 
Apollon International Connections Group is pleased 

to announce the formation of the 1
st

 Cyprus 

International Food Festival under the auspices of the 

Minister of Commerce, Tourism and Industry, Mr 

Yiorgos Lakkotrypis and with the support of the 

Municipalities of Nicosia district. The festival will 

have chefs representing their countries and cuisine 

and be producing lots of wonderful opportunities to 

taste. There will also have an extensive wine tasting 

area with local and international wines, a coffee 

area, photographic and painting exhibition of food 

related art, and of course lots of vendors and 

exhibitors with a variety of goods and samples to 

buy. Children are not forgotten, and there will be a 

special area for children under 12 to be able to 

actively participate with various safe, cooking 

activities, under the careful guidance and 

supervision of the Cyprus Cookery School. For 

further information contact: 

apollonconnections.com 

cyprusinternationalfoodfestival.com 

Venue: Emporiki Stoa Lefkosias, Platia Dimarchias 

(Old Town Hall Square within the walls, CY-1016, T. 

+357 22 875 822)  

Time: 11:00 - 19:00 

Entrance: €8|€5 for children 5-12yrs 
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SAT, 5 – SUN, 6 NOV 

Sculpture & 3D Digital Sculpture Workshops 
ARTos Foundation organise two two-day-long 

workshops for all those who would like to enrich 

their knowledge and skills in modern digital media 

and the respective software, in order to apply this 

gained knowledge in their professional practice and 

creative self-expression. There are three workshops 

available, out of which only the two most popular 

will take place: 

Sculpture with polymer clay. Learn how to construct 

a face with polymer clay as well as the basics of 

anatomy. 

Digital sculpture – Human face Creation & Digital 

Sculpture (2 workshops) - The two digital sculpture 

workshops offered, vary in their thematic, as one 

will focus mostly on introducing the program, whilst 

the other will focus in sculpture and the creation of 

a face and getting to know basic program tools. 

Venue: ARTos Cultural and Research Foundation (64, 

Agion Omologiton Ave., CY-1080, T. +357 22445455) 

Language: Greek 

Cost: €120 Euro, but they will be offered at the 

special price of 55 euros per workshop. 

Materials: €25 extra charge for the workshop 

“Sculpture with polymer clay”. The participants will 

be able to keep the materials. 

For registrations please contact T. +357 22445456.  

 

THU, 10 NOV 

KRZYSZTOF KSIAZEK  
The Pharos Arts Foundation, with the kind support 

of the Embassy of Poland in Cyprus, presents a piano 

recital with Krzysztof Ksiazek – prize-winner in a 

number of important international piano 

competitions including the Chopin Piano 

Competition in Warsaw, the Paderewski Piano 

Competition in the USA, the International 

Competition of the Morocco Philharmonic Orchestra 

and the International Piano Competition Ricard 

Viñes in Spain. For his recital in Cyprus Krzysztof will 

perform works by Chopin, Scarlatti and Schumann. 

Venue: The Shoe Factory (304, Ermou Street) 

Time: 20:30 

Entrance: €15|€10 Concessions & members of the 

Pharos Arts Foundation 

Information & Tickets: Pharos Arts Foundation  

T. +357 22663871, pharosartsfoundation.org 

SAT, 12 NOV 

“Walk through the olive oil land - Olive oil 

trail” 
The Cyprus Food and Nutrition Museum invite you 

to a magical route focusing on olive oil and olive 

products. The trail will commence with a guided 

tour of the traditional olive mill of Lofou, where the 

participants will be initiated to the traditional oil 

extraction process. At the next destination, the 

participants will have a chance to freely explore the 

ground of the Oleastro Olive Park at Anogyra, and 

also partake in olive oil tasting. After this, lunch will 

be served on premises, while later in the afternoon 

the participants will follow a practical workshop on 

the production of olive paste. Participation 

prerequisites include reservation and prepayment 

of the participation fees. Reservations will remain 

open up to 5 days before the excursion. Late 

reservations are subject to availability. All guided 

tours will be given in Greek language. 

Time: 08:30 – 18:00 

For further information & reservations: T. +357 

97792796.  

 

THU, 17 – MON, 21 NOV 

#Suppliants 
The work is inspired by The Suppliants of Aeschylus, 

the earliest tragedy surviving to our days and the 

first play in the history of humankind that exposes 

the issue of violence against women, migration, 

asylum seeking, as well as the rights of women to 

decide over their bodies and lives.  

ASOMATES DYNAMEIS, Choreography/Direction: 

Machi Dimitriadou Lindahl 

Venue: Dentro Theatre (44, Enotitos Str., CY-1041  

Palouriotissa, T. +357 99384606) 

Time: 20:30 (60’) 

Entrance: €12|€7 

 

SAT, 19 NOV 

Beethoven: Complete works for violoncello 

and piano - Part II  
Péter Somodari | violoncello  

Nicolas Costantinou | piano  

PROGRAMME: Part I  

7 Variations on 'Bei Männern, welche Liebe fühlen’ from 

W. A. Mozart’s The Magic Flute, WoO 46 

Sonata for piano and cello No. 1 in F major, op. 5, 1 
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12 Variations on “see the conqu’ring here comes” from 

Handel's Judus Maccabeus, WoO 45 

Sonata for piano and cello No. 2 in G minor, op. 5, 2 

Part II  

12 Variations on “Ein Mädchen oder Weibchen” from W. 

A. Mozart’s The Magic Flute, op. 66 

Sonata for piano and cello No. 3 in A major, op. 69 

Sonata for piano and cello No. 4 in C major, op. 102, 1 

Sonata for piano and cello No. 5 in D major, op. 102, 2 

Venue: Pallas Theatre (Rigainis & Arsinois Str., Pafos 

Gate, Old Lefkosia) 

Time: 19:30  

Entrance: €15|€10 for LMS members, pensioners, 

full-time students, soldiers|Free for -15yrs 

Information and Reservations: T. +357 22352355, 

ledramusic.org 
 

ONGOING   till SAT, 10 DEC 
Archaeology and Memory: Excavations in the 

Districts of Keryneia and Ammochostos 
The exhibition presents for the first time finds from 

prehistoric sites excavated prior to 1974 in areas 

that are not currently under the effective control of 

the Republic of Cyprus. The periodic exhibition will 

also provide the opportunity to the general public, 

as well as to the archaeologists and researchers, to 

“revisit” areas that have been excluded from 

archaeological and research developments over the 

last forty-two years due to the current political 

situation. 

Venue: Ethnological Museum (The House of 

Hadjigeorgakis Kornesios) 

Time: Tue-Friday: 08:30-15:30, Sat 09:30 – 16:30, 

Sun & Mon Closed 

Entrance: €2,50 

 

ONGOING   till MON, 16 JAN 2017 

GENIUS LOCI  
IOANNIS KISSONERGHIS AND BRITISH LANDSCAPE 

PAINTERS 

The idea for this exhibition was initiated by the 

Curator of the Cyprus Collection, Dr Eleni S. Nikita, 

on the occasion of the agreement signed by the A. G. 

Leventis Gallery and the family of Ioannis 

Kissonerghis, whereby the family is offering their 

collection of works by Kissonerghis to the Gallery on 

a log-term loan. Aiming at illuminating as clearly as 

possible the first steps of Cypriot art in the early 

20th century, the exhibition will examine the 

relationship between Ioannis Kissonerghis and the 

landscape painting tradition created in Cyprus by 

traveller-artists, in particular British visitors or 

temporary residents of the island. This connection 

will be traced in the works of such artists as William  

Hawkins (1845-1902), H. W. Seton-Karr (1858-1938), 

John Everett, Lady Meriel Edith Chenevix Trench 

(1890-1985), Tristram Ellis (1844-1922) and others. 

Venue: A. G. Leventis Gallery (5 Leonidou Str., CY-

1097, T. +357 22668838, leventisgallery.org) 

 

Open Air Fruit & Vegetable Markets 
EVERY WEDNESDAY & SATURDAY: “OCHI” Square within 

the Venetian walls of old Nicosia city. 

EVERY FRIDAY:  Industrial area of Strovolos 

Municipality (near the traffic lights). 

 

EVERY SATURDAY & SUNDAY 

Flea Market of Lefkosia 
The first indoor flea market in Lefkosia where one 

can find new and used books, toys, art crafts, 

furniture, electronics, appliances, clothes, 

household items, collectibles and antiques, as well 

 as a coffee shop.  

Venue: Flea Market (2, Ioanni Koromia Str., CY-1028 

Kaimakli, T. +357 22432478) 

 

Guided Tours 
The tours are contacted with licensed tourist guides 

and are free of charge! 

Starting Point: CTO Information Office  

Information│ReservaLons: +357 22889704 
 

Cyprus Museum 

Tuesday & Friday 10:00 -11:15 & 12:00 -13:15 

Every 1
st

 Wednesday of the month 17:30 -18:45  
 

Byzantine Museum & Art Galleries - Ethnographic 

Museum 

Saturday 10:00 -12:30  
 

Note: Museum Fees apply. No tours are held on 

public holidays. 

 

EVERY MONDAY & THURSDAY 

LEFKOSIA (NICOSIA) WALKS 
Get to know the capital by walking 

The Lefkosia Municipality established a series of 

thematic walking tours to present various aspects of 

the old city as well as the city outside the walls. 
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Lefkosia, a city with 5,000 yearlong history, has 

much to offer. By walking, one gets a better feel for 

a place and its yearlong atmosphere, past and 

present, and a better understanding of its continual 

cultural development. 
 

EVERY MONDAY  

Pallouriotissa & Kaimakli: The Past Restored  

Guided walking & bus tour. 

The Walking Tour leads you to the most noteworthy 

 sights in ‘Pallouriotisa’ and ‘Kaimakli’, two old 

villages at the outskirts of the Venetian Walls. As 

Lefkosia grew and expanded these villages gradually 

became historic districts of the city. 
 

EVERY THURSDAY 

Discover the old Nicosia and its walls 
Guided walking tour. 

Lefkosia, the only divided capital in the world, dates 

back to the Bronze Age. In antiquity and in early 

Christian times it was known as Ledra. It has been 

the capital of Cyprus since the Late Byzantine period 

(11
th

 century). The Lusignans transformed it into a 

splendid city, with royal palaces and churches. The 

city centre, the old “Chora”, surrounded by 16
th

 

century Venetian Walls, with museums, old 

churches and medieval buildings, maintains the 

leisurely atmosphere of yesteryear. 

Language: English 

Starting point: CTO Information Office in Laiki  

Geitonia, within the Venetian walls of old Nicosia 

city (11, Aristokyprou str., CY-1011) 

Time: 10:00 

Cost: Gratis. Offered by the Lefkosia (Nicosia) 

Municipality and organised in collaboration with the 

Cyprus Tourism Organisation and the Cyprus Tourist 

Guides Association. 

For further information and bookings please 

contact T. +357 22674264. NO Walks held on public 

holidays. 
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LEMESOS (LIMASSOL) 
 

TUE, 1 & 15 NOV 

The Grape Escape Wine Trail  
Escape the norm and explore the time-honoured 

tradition of winemaking in a specially designed wine 

trail by the Cyprus Food and Nutrition Museum in 

collaboration with the Cyprus Tourism Organisation. 

Indulge yourself to a deluxe excursion in the wine 

making region of Cyprus, discover the serenity of 

vineyards, savour the taste of exquisite wines, enjoy 

a lavish meze meal at a local tavern, and trace the 

deep history of the island’s wines. For more 

information and reservations please contact the 

Cyprus Food and Nutrition Museum (T. +357 

97792796, cyfoodmuseum@gmail.com) or visit the 

dedicated website here: https://goo.gl/PrQgVG, or 

the digital replica trail prepared for educational 

purposes here: https://goo.gl/f0Wji0 

Guiding language: English 

Participation cost: €25 (per person) includes 

museum admissions, wine tasting and lunch (drinks 

not included), while the transport and guide cost is 

subsidized by the Cyprus Tourism Organisation. 

Reservation is mandatory and open up to 5 days 

before the trail dates. Late reservations are subject 

to availability, as spaces are limited.  

 

FRI, 4 – SUN, 6 NOV 

Click - Aelion  
Photography is the perpetuation of the moment! It 

captures, an image, a specific time, a feeling that the 

photographer’s fingers leave as a legacy for future 

generations. The four dancers will touch the feeling 

of an era when photography was an important 

event where people would call the photographer 

into their own space for a family photo shoot, and 

they would prepare for that unique moment that 

would usually take place inside the house, in the 

courtyard, or in the garden. Choreography – 

direction: Fotini Perdikaki. Performers: Fotis 

Nikolaou, Hamilton Monteiro, Alexia Perdikaki, 

Rania Glymitsa. 

Venue: Old Vinegar House (34, Genethliou Mitella 

Str., CY-3036) 

Time: 20:30 

Entrance: €7 

For further information & reservations: T. +357 

99375877 or 97890601, mitos.org.cy 

 

SAT, 5 NOV 

Petros’ War 
Cyprus Theatre Organisation 

Athens 1940-44. The journey of 9-year-old Petros 

from childhood to adolescence during the Second 

World War. A walk through life; full of adventures, 

emotions, experiences and knowledge that will 

inspire his youthful soul and teach him how to 

genuinely worship his country. With English and 

Turkish surtitles (at 17:00). 

Directed by Takis Tzamargias. 

Venue: Rialto Theatre (19, Andrea Drousioti str., CY-

3603, T. 77777745, rialto.com.cy) 

Time: 17:00 & 19:30 (120') 

Entrance: €6 

 

MON, 7 & TUE, 8 NOV 

Abundance – Penelope Vasquez Hadjilyra 
The Shika deer of Japan is known for not losing its 

spots when reaching maturity. The population of 

the deer is abundant. The increase of their 

population has triggered a series of consequential 

sounds. Time constitutes a phenomenologically real 

experience and by juxtaposing and layering sounds 

and images, the project aims for the generation of 

such reference points.  The reference points are to 

generate moments of no deliberate event that can 

become moments of importance or moments of 

consequence. 

Venue: Old Vinegar House (34, Genethliou Mitella 

Str., CY-3036) 

Time: Monday 15:00 - 20:00 (open rehearsals), 

Tuesday 20:00 (performance) 

Entrance: Free 

For further information & reservations: T. +357 

95608645, mitos.org.cy 

 

WED, 9 NOV 

A Few Good Men 
Awarded writer Aaron Sorkin in his masterpiece 

dramatizes the shades of truth. Three young 

lawyers are asked to defend two US marine 

soldiers, who are on trial for the murder of a fellow 

marine at the Guantanamo Bay Naval Base. (In 

Greek) 
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Venue: Rialto Theatre (19, Andrea Drousioti str., CY-

3603, T. 77777745, rialto.com.cy) 

Time: 20:30 

Entrance: €16|€12 

 

European choral festival of ARIS choir 
Α two-day programme with Aris Choir of Limassol 

(Director: Solon Kladas), and guest choirs Hejnal 

Mazancowice from Poland (Director:  Krzsystof 

Przemyk), Smetana Jindrichur Hradec from the 

Czech Republic (Director: Stepan Strupl) and 

Deryneia Municipal Choir (Director: George 

Kalogirou). 
 

SAT, 12 NOV 

A twenty minute programme by the visiting choirs 

comprising classical, religious and secular songs of 

their own country.  ARIS choir will open the night 

with a ten minute programme. Duration: 70 

minutes. 
 

SUN, 13 NOV  

Aris choir and Hejnal Mazancowice will present a 

fifteen minute programme each and then they will 

perform in common: 

Beatus Vir of A. Vivaldi 

Missa Solemnis of W. A. Mozart  

The common performance will be accompanied by 

a symphony orchestra. Duration: 70 minutes  

Venue: Rialto Theatre (19, Andrea Drousioti str., CY-

3603, T. 77777745, rialto.com.cy) 

Time: 20:30 

Entrance: €10|€6 for supporters, students and 

pensioners 

 

SAT, 12 & SUN, 13 NOV  

Open Air Creative Market 
An art crafts market by independent artists and 

creative people. Organised by the “The City of 

Handcraft” (Politexnies). For further information 

please contact T.  99073100.  

Venue: Medieval Castle Square  

Time: 9:00-18:00 

 

MON, 14 NOV  

Free Love 
People's artist of Russia Andrei Zhitinkin directs an 

adaptation of the play ‘Butterflies Are Free’. A 

sensitive, touching comedy about a blind young 

man, who moves in his own apartment to escape 

his over-protective mother, and meets an 

extravagant young actress, who dreams of 

becoming a Hollywood star. In Russian language. 

Venue: Rialto Theatre (19, Andrea Drousioti str., CY-

3603, T. 77777745, rialto.com.cy) 

Time: 19:00 (120’) 

Entrance: €40|€35|€30|€25 

 

MON, 14 NOV  

Point R - Parebrise Ensemble 
Parebrise Ensemble attempts to examine the 

moment of personal revolution/revolt against forms 

of power and social conventions that limit 

expression and individual freedom. Through a 30-

minute performance that will include movement 

(duet), live percussion, text and visual art and which 

will be in three parts (before: the conditions that 

create the necessity of the revolution; the moment: 

the revolution; after: reviewing the results) the 

artists seek to state that the personal revolution is 

not only a moment of transcendence, but also an 

attempt to redefine our relationship with other 

people, as well as a necessary process for self-

determination. 

Venue: Old Vinegar House (34, Genethliou Mitella 

Str., CY-3036) 

Time: 20:30 

Entrance: €5 

For further information & reservations: T. +357 

99407862, mitos.org.cy 

 

TUE, 15 NOV 

Made in Cyprus 
Dionisos Theatre. A contemporary Cypriot comedy 

performed by everyday characters, both Greek and 

Turkish Cypriots, who are involved in a story where 

legend meets the truth and their forgotten past 

confronts reality. In Greek language. 

Venue: Rialto Theatre (19, Andrea Drousioti str., CY-

3603, T. 77777745, rialto.com.cy) 

Time: 20:30 (95’) 

Entrance: €15|€12 

 

FRI, 18 & SAT, 19 NOV  

3rd Cyprus Jazz & World Music Showcase 
Following last year’s full house, the Cultural Services 

of the Ministry of Education and Culture, the Cyprus 
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Music Information Center and Rialto Theatre 

present, over two days, a comprehensive and 

dynamic picture of the island’s contemporary music 

stage to local audiences, as well as to international 

professionals. 

Venue: Rialto Theatre (19, Andrea Drousioti str., CY-

3603, T. 77777745, rialto.com.cy) 

Time: 20:30 (150’) 

Entrance: €10|€6, Festival Pass:  €15|€10 

 

FRI, 18 & SAT, 19 NOV  

άκ02 - Emmidio Vasquez 

άκ is a bimonthly series of sound events that aims 

to make up (for) the necessary time that a history of 

Cypriot electronic music would have needed to 

emerge. As such, the events will radically vary in 

both character and locations; two nights of 

improvised sound by four electronic musicians using 

interconnected analogue and digital modular 

synthesizers. The audience is encouraged to attend 

both nights and see whether any “moments” can be 

recalled from the night before.  

Venue: Old Vinegar House (34, Genethliou Mitella 

Str., CY-3036) 

Time: 21:00 

Entrance: €5 for both nights 

For further information & reservations: T. +357 

99212005, mitos.org.cy 

 

SUN, 20 NOV   

Anastasia - Royal Ballet 
A woman who believes herself to be Grand Duchess 

Anastasia Romanov, sole survivor from the massacre 

of her family during the Russian Revolution, is 

incarcerated in an asylum. Memory and fantasy 

intermingle; but, despite her nightmares, her faith in 

her own identity cannot be shaken. Russian star 

Natalia Osipova takes on the title role in the 

screening of Kenneth MacMillan’s full-length ballet. 

Venue: Rialto Theatre (19, Andrea Drousioti str., CY-

3603, T. 77777745, rialto.com.cy) 

Time: 18:30 

Entrance: € 15 | €10 

 

MON, 21 – WED, 23 NOV  

The dust is expected to retreat by tomorrow 
Enakt Theatre team has collected recordings and 

videos from personal and awkward family moments. 

Moments that we are all forced to experience on a 

daily basis. Through this material we will try to 

reconstruct this moment of dialogues, monologues, 

and discussions with our perception. Our target is to 

explore the meaning of being present in the 

moment, as we believe that “a moment” does not 

exist in time but lives in infinity. 

Venue: Old Vinegar House (34, Genethliou Mitella 

Str., CY-3036) 

Time: 20:30 

Entrance: €10 

For further information & reservations: T. +357 

96477431, mitos.org.cy 

 

TUE, 22 NOV  

The Masculin Singular 
Russian Theatre. A French Boulevard comedy about 

Louis who has been brought up by his mother's best 

friend, after his mother’s mysterious disappearance. 

A visit of a strange guest and a cascade of shocking 

revelations turn his life upside down. In Russian 

language.   

Venue: Rialto Theatre (19, Andrea Drousioti str., CY-

3603, T. 77777745, rialto.com.cy) 

Time: 19:00 (120') 

Entrance: €40|€35|€30|€25 

 

THU, 24 NOV 

#Suppliants 
The work is inspired by The Suppliants of Aeschylus, 

the earliest tragedy surviving to our days and the 

first play in the history of humankind that exposes 

the issue of violence against women, migration, 

asylum seeking, as well as the rights of women to 

decide over their bodies and lives.  

ASOMATES DYNAMEIS, Choreography/Direction: 

Machi Dimitriadou Lindahl 

Venue: Rialto Theatre (19, Andrea Drousioti str., CY-

3603, T. 77777745, rialto.com.cy) 

Time: 20:30 (60’) 

Entrance: €12|€7 

 

SUN, 27 NOV 

“Wine Tastes” 
Over 25 winemakers invite you to taste white, rose 

and red wines. Ask for the Cypriot indigenous 

varieties Xynisteri and Maratheftiko! 

Venue: Evagoras Lanitis Centre 
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Time: 17:00 – 21:00 

Entrance: Free 

 

TUE, 29 NOV  
NT LIVE 

Deep Blue Sea  
Helen McCrory (Medea) returns to the National 

Theatre in Carrie Cracknell’s critically acclaimed new 

production. It is set in 1950’s London, in the 

aftermath of Hester Collyer’s failed suicide attempt, 

at which point, the story of her tempestuous affair 

with a former RAF pilot and the breakdown of her 

marriage to a High Court judge begin to emerge. 

Venue: Rialto Theatre (19, Andrea Drousioti str., CY-

3603, T. 77777745, rialto.com.cy) 

Time: 20:30 

Entrance: € 10|€7 

 

ONGOING   till FRI, 7 JULY 2017 

“Amathous of Cyprus, a city most ancient” 
Amathous is one of the most interesting city-

kingdoms of ancient Cyprus. On the occasion of 40 

years of excavations (1975–2015) of the French 

Archaeological Mission of Amathous, the 

Department of Antiquities in collaboration with the 

French School at Athens, is organizing this exhibition. 

The exhibition covers a large chronological period, 

from prehistory to the first centuries of the Christian 

period. The exhibits are presented in four different 

thematic entities, which narrate the history of the 

city and the region of Amathous by providing 

information on public and private life, rituals, burial 

customs and commercial or cultural exchanges. The 

exhibition includes a brief reference to legends and 

traditions and the fact that the inhabitants of 

Lemesos, at least from the medieval period until 

today, refer to Amathous as “Palia Lemesos”, thus 

keeping alive the memory of the important city of 

ancient Cyprus, which was in fact the predecessor of 

the modern city of Limassol. 

Venue: Archaeological Museum of the Lemesos 

District 

Opening hours: Mon-Fri 08:00-16:00, Sat-Sun closed 

Free Guided Museum Tours during the exhibition: 

Sat, 5 Nov in English & Sat, 19 Nov in Greek language 

language; both starting at 10:00. 

Entrance: €2,50 

 

EVERY MONDAY  

LEMESOS (LIMASSOL) WALK   
A stroll in Neapolis, Nemesos, Limassol….Lemesos 

See the best of Lemesos city; get to know the 

historical centre of Lemesos by walking through its 

narrow streets which visually “narrate” its long 

history. Monuments of the past, traditional 

workshops, unique architectural features, the 

bustling life of the old market and traditional shops 

all reflect the city´s atmosphere, the main element 

of this tour. 

Language: English 

Starting point: CTO Information Office (Old Port 

Entrance, Syntagmatos square) 

Time: 10:00   

Cost: Gratis. Offered by the Lemesos (Limassol) 

Municipality and organised in collaboration with the 

Cyprus Tourism Organisation and the Cyprus Tourist 

Guides Association. 

Booking in advance is necessary.   

For further information and bookings please call T. 

+357 25362756. NO Walks held on public holidays. 
 

GERMASOGEIA WALKS  
WED 2, 16 & 30 NOV 

Germasogeia - A Village Blessed by Water  

Guided walking and bus tour. 

This tour takes visitors to the peaceful, picturesque 

village of Germasogeia, merely 15 minutes’ drive 

from the beach, to stroll through its narrow streets, 

see its special architecture, visit its churches, and 

feel the village life. Water has always been an 

important element in the development of 

Germasogeia; to the south is bounded by the sea 

and to the north by the water dam of Germasogeia, 

fed by the river Amathos that flows from Troodos 

Mountain range. The tour also includes a visit to the 

water dam of Germasogeia.  
 

WED, 9 & 23 NOV 

Discover the Natural Environment of Germasogeia 

Guided Walking & old Bedford bus tour. 

Explore the nature of Germasogeia! Discover by 

walk the serene surroundings of the area and enjoy 

a relaxing stroll wandering in the hills of 

Germasogeia followed by an enjoyable ride in an old 

Bedford bus on loose surface roads. Take a  walk 

along the nature trail of the area off ‘Phinicaria’, laid 

out by the Forestry Department and enjoy the 
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magnificent view of the water dam and river (there 

is some uphill walking - will take more than half an 

hour). In the winter colourful flowers and shrubs 

cover the valley. The herbs and wild flowers and 

tree blossoms give a variety of colours and scents.  
 

Language: English 

Starting Point: CTO Information Office (22, Georgiou 

A´, CY-4047, Potamos tis Germasogeias, Dasoudi 

Beach Eastern entrance)  

Time: 10.00-13.00  

Cost: Gratis. Offered by the Germasogeia 

Municipality and organised in collaboration with the 

CTO and the Cyprus Tourist Guides Association. 

As the minimum number of participants for the 

walks to take place is 10 people and the bus seats 

up to 30 people, booking in advance is necessary, 

by Tuesday afternoon at the latest, giving name 

and hotel. Please note that visitors to the churches 

are to be respectfully dressed and are also 

requested not to use the flash inside the church. 

For further information and bookings please 

contact +357 25323211.  
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LARNAKA 
 

SUN, 13 NOV 

Family birding time! 
BirdLife Cyprus is organising a birdwatching outing 

for families at Oroklini Lake, aiming to cultivate in 

children (ages 6 – 12 years old) and adults their love 

for nature and birds, to teach them to use their eyes 

and their ears to find and observe birds out in the 

wild and to teach them how to use binoculars and 

bird identification guides. These are wonderful 

opportunities for parents to spend a special and 

memorable morning with their children out in 

nature. Together we will learn why some birds 

migrate, why some of them have such long legs, 

why male birds have more colourful plumage than 

the females and many more. Through various 

educational and fun activities participants will 

enhance their observation skills and enrich their 

knowledge. Binoculars, telescopes, bird guides, 

activity sheets and other relevant material are 

provided. The outings will be conducted in Greek. 

Pre-registration is required due to limited 

availability. For more information and registration 

(required) T. +357 22455072, birdlifecyprus.org 

Venue: Oroklini Lake, Larnaka 

Time: 10:30 – 12:00 

Participation Fee: Free 

 

TUE, 22 NOV – THU, 1 DEC 

Sui passi la polvere 
Solo exhibition by the Italian artist Enza Miglietta 

entitled “Sui passi la polvere”. 

Opening: Tue 22 OCT at 19:30 

Venue: Gallery Chandelier, Polychoros Apothikes  

(81 – 83, Agios Lazaros Str., CY-6020, T. +357 99 083 

974, loveapothikes.com) 

Opening hours: 10:00-13:00 & 16:00-20:00 

 

Larnaka Winter Experiences 2016 
Created by the Larnaka Tourist Board and the 

Cyprus Tourism Organisation (CTO), the programme 

offers guests of Larnaka region hotels a packed and 

varied programme of activities with our 

compliments. A trip to Voroklini Lake on Monday 

morning, where visitors will be welcomed with 

traditional delicacies and can enjoy bird watching 

with an expert on hand to answer any questions. On 

Tuesday, a full day out at the unique Mazotos Camel 

Park will entertain all ages, whilst on Wednesday; a 

professional guide will take you on a fascinating 

walking tour of the old town. On Thursday, a trip to 

Athienou village includes a demonstration on 

traditional Halloumi making, with the cheese, village 

bread and other local produce offered to guests to 

sample. A second guided tour on Friday explores 

Larnaka’s old neighbourhoods where traditional 

crafts are practised at the local workshops. The 

programme then ends on Saturday with a full-day 

excursion to the three picturesque villages of 

Lefkara, Tochni and Skarinou, with each retaining its 

own special traditions and character! All the 

activities are free of charge upon presentation of a 

voucher issued by the hotels, with prior booking 

only required for the two village excursions.   

Further information: 

www.larnakaregion.com/directory/product/larnak

a-winter-experiences 

 

EVERY WEDNESDAY & FRIDAY 

LARNAKA WALKS 
Larnaka; birthplace of the philosopher Zeno, 

founder of the Stoic School, and second home of 

Saint Lazarus who was ordained as the first Bishop 

of Kition after his resurrection. For the lovers of long 

walks this is a fascinating insight into the history, 

culture, traditions, and architecture of this sea--

front city.  
 

EVERY WEDNESDAY 

Larnaka – Past and Present 
This walk covers the history of Larnaka and its 

development by focusing on the role that the sea 

had throughout the centuries. 

Language: English 

Starting point: CTO Information Office (Vasileos 

Pavlou Square, T. +357 24654322)  

Time: 10:00 
 

EVERY FRIDAY 

Scala – Its Craftsmen 
Scala is the area that surrounds Larnaka Fort and 

Agios Lazaros Church. The aim of this walk is to 

explore the area and visit the Handicraft Workshops 

created by young ceramic artists most of who are 

inspired by ancient Cypriot art. The Walk goes 
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through picturesque streets of the Turkish sector of 

Larnaka, where visitors have the chance to see 

traditional white washed houses, houses with kiosks 

and the present use of this residential area.   

Starting point:  Larnaka Fort (in front of the 

entrance of the Medieval Museum).   

Time: 10:00 

Cost: Gratis. Offered by the Larnaka Municipality and 

organised in collaboration with the Cyprus Tourism 

Organisation and the Cyprus Tourist Guides Association. 

Booking in advance is necessary. 

For further information and bookings please 

contact T. +357 24654322. Walks are held on public 

holidays. 
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PAFOS 
 

FRI, 4 NOV  

4-Hand Piano Recital 
With Leoni Hadjithoma and Borislav Alexandrov. 

The duo have been collaborating as a piano duo 

since 2002. Since then they been participating in 

festivals and giving recitals in Europe and the 

Middle East. Programme to include works by 

C.W.Gluck/G.Anderson, F.Schubert, J.Brahms, 

S.Rachmaninoff / G.Anderson, F.Liszt.  

Venue: Technopolis 20 Cultural Centre (18, 

Nikolaou Nikolaidi Ave., CY-8010, T. +357 70002420, 

technopolis20.com) 

Time: 20:00 

Entrance: €10 

 

THU, 10 NOV  

“The fat years are over - The Edukators” 
The Goethe-Institut in Cyprus, as part of the Month 

of the German Language, organises the screening of 

the Movie “The fat years are over - The Edukators”. 

In German with English subtitles.  

Venue: Technopolis 20 Cultural Centre (18, 

Nikolaou Nikolaidi Ave., CY-8010, T. +357 70002420, 

technopolis20.com) 

Time: 19:30 

Entrance: Free  

 

ONGOING   till FRI, 11 NOV 

Ditte Lyngkær Pedersen – Artist books 

The gallery Chiaki Kamikawa Contemporary Art will 

present the solo exhibition of Danish artist Ditte 

Lyngkær Pedersen – Artist books. 

Opening: Friday 21 October at 19:30 

Venue: Chiaki Kamikawa Contemporary Art (10 

Solonos, CY-8010) 

Opening hours: Wed-Sat 10:00-12:30, Fri 16:00-

18:00 

For more information please contact Chiaki 

Kamikawa, T. +357 99311225 

 

SAT, 12 NOV 

3rd Fairytales Festival Cyprus 
11:00 "The Caribou and the Witch": A child born 

alone would dare to confront the witch that for 

years threatens the village. A journey of search and 

courage with compass a great truth: "Nobody is 

incidentally evil". For children of preschool and 

school age and adults. Narrator: Virginia Kokkinou 

12:00 Minor Asia Tales: Tales that awaken 

memories. For children over 9 years and adults. 

Narrator: Dorita Voskarides. 

In Greek language. 

Venue: Technopolis 20 Cultural Centre (18, 

Nikolaou Nikolaidi Ave., CY-8010, T. +357 70002420, 

technopolis20.com) 

Entrance:  €5 per performance 

Reservations necessary at T. 70002420. 

 

MON, 14 NOV  

“How Britain took Cyprus” 
A lecture by the History teacher Wally Oppenheim. 

How and why Britain decided Cyprus would make a 

useful addition to the British Empire? The ambitions 

of Prime Minister Disraeli and Queen Victoria. The 

problem of choosing between an ethical Foreign 

Policy or protecting the National Interest was as 

topical in the 19th century as it is today. The 

mapping of Cyprus and the first visitor who realised 

Cyprus would make a good destination for British 

tourists. The talk will be in English.  

Venue: Technopolis 20 Cultural Centre (18, 

Nikolaou Nikolaidi Ave., CY-8010, T. +357 70002420, 

technopolis20.com) 

Time: 19:00 

Entrance: €5 

 

FRI, 18 NOV  

“Music Night with the Mediterranean Trio” 
The Mediterranean Trio is comprised of Miltiades 

Papastamou (Greece) on violin, Yiannis Miralis 

(Cyprus) on saxophones & Michael Tsalka 

(Israel/Holland) on piano. The trio presents a wide 

range of original repertoire, commissioned by Greek, 

Cypriot, Israeli & Finnish composers, & other works 

by French & American composers.  

Venue: Technopolis 20 Cultural Centre (18, 

Nikolaou Nikolaidi Ave., CY-8010, T. +357 70002420, 

technopolis20.com) 

Time: 20:00 

Entrance: €10.  

Reservations necessary at T. 70002420.  
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SUN, 20 NOV  

Puppet Show “The musicians of Bremen” 
An original version of the story of the Grimm 

brothers, with puppets, music, songs, dance and 

active participation of the children. An optimistic 

story of four friends who, despite all difficulties, 

have achieved their dream! A donkey, a dog, a cat 

and a cock expelled from their bosses because they 

grow old, begin a new journey: they want to 

become musicians in the band of the city of 

Bremen! For children 2 – 102 years old! In Greek. 

Venue: Technopolis 20 Cultural Centre (18, 

Nikolaou Nikolaidi Ave., CY-8010, T. +357 70002420, 

technopolis20.com) 

Time: 11:00 & 16:00 

Entrance: €6 

Reservations necessary at 70002420. 

 

THU, 24 – SUN, 27 NOV 

Cyprus International 4-day Challenge 2016 
The Cyprus International 4-day Challenge, is a 

staged running event that takes place in the area of 

Pafos, and for the most part of it, participants have 

the opportunity to compete in the AKAMAS Nature 

Reserve Park, in some of Cyprus most scenic routes, 

where every turn comes with a different stunning 

view, unfolding the beauty of the AKAMAS Nature 

Reserve Park in a panoramic sea-sky-earth motif. 

Runners can participate in the full 4 Day Challenge / 

Half Marathon / 10k City Run. 

THU, 24 NOV – 6k Time Trial 

FRI, 25 NOV – 11k Hill Run 

SAT, 26 NOV – Half Marathon 

SUN, 27NOV – 10k Pafos City Run 

For further information email: info@arena.com.cy 

or T. +357 26 880877-8-9, cypruschallenge.com 

 

FRI, 25 NOV  

Music Concert “Come on Christmas” 
The music group “Tête-à-Tête”, presents “a 

cappella”, a repertoire of ballads, folk songs, 

religious pieces, & christmas songs.  

Venue: Technopolis 20 Cultural Centre (18, 

Nikolaou Nikolaidi Ave., CY-8010, T. +357 70002420, 

technopolis20.com) 

Time: 20:00 

Entrance: €8 

Reservations necessary at 70002420.  

SAT, 26 NOV 

Minthis Hills Open Sponsored by Blevins Franks 

International Tax & Wealth Management 

Golf tournament format: Single Strokeplay | White 

/Red tees |Full handicap allowance. 

Max handicap: Men/Ladies 36 (EGA) 

For further information and Entries please contact T. 

+357 26842200 or 77777 8011. 

Venue: Minthis Hills Golf Club 

 
EVERY WEDNESDAY 

Breakfast & Piano 
Technopolis 20 invites you every Wednesday to 

have a homemade breakfast with the melodies of 

live music. The pianist Ivelina Ruseva will perform 

classical and jazz pieces, music from popular 

musicals and Greek classics, while you are enjoying 

the most important meal of the day, in a beautiful 

balcony and house of the 1920s.  

Venue: Technopolis 20 Cultural Centre (18, 

Nikolaou Nikolaidi Ave., CY-8010, T. +357 70002420, 

technopolis20.com) 

Time: 10:00 – 14:00 

Reservations necessary at T. 70002420.  

 
EVERY 3RD SUNDAY OF THE MONTH 

Farmers and Handicrafts Market 
Fresh fruits and vegetables, homemade sweets and 

freshly baked bread, arts and crafts made by local 

artisans are just some of the many local products on 

offer. For further information please contact Mrs. 

Catherine, T.+357 99104622. 

Venue: Steni village square 

Time: 10:00 – 14:00  

 
EVERY 4TH FRIDAY OF THE MONTH 

Farmers and Handicrafts Market 
Exclusively handmade and handcrafted local 

products, food, sweets, herbs, essential oils, arts 

and crafts made by local artisans. For further details 

please contact Mrs. Simona, T.+357 97836005. 

Venue: Polis Herb Garden, Polis Chrysochous (next 

to the Archaeological Museum) 

Time: 17:00 – 21:00  
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EVERY THURSDAY 

PAFOS WALK – Strolling around Pafos town 

centre (Ktima) 
In an effort to get visitors acquainted with Pafos 

Town Centre (Ktima), the newest part of the city of 

Pafos, the Municipality of Pafos offers visitors the 

unique experience of a stroll in Pafos Town Centre 

(Ktima) and a peek into the local everyday life. 

Through historic references, linked with some very 

important historic periods including the Medieval, 

Ottoman, British and modern times, one will ‘walk’ 

into the past and at the same time discover today’s 

commercial centre of Pafos. The walk lasts about 

two and a half hours, including a half-hour break for 

refreshments. 

Language: English 

Starting point: CTO Information Office  

(8, Agoras Str., CY-8010, T. +357 26932841)  

Time: 10:00 

Cost: Gratis. Offered by the Pafos Municipality and 

organised in collaboration with the Cyprus Tourism 

Organisation and the Cyprus Tourist Guides 

Association. 

Booking in advance is necessary 

NO Walks held on public holidays. 
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AMMOCHOSTOS 
 

Agia Napa Cultural Winter  
Organised by the Agia Napa Municipality. For 

further information on the following events please 

contact tel. T. +357 23816300, ayianapa.org.cy 
 

THU, 3 NOV 

Cypriot and Greek Traditional Dances by Agia 

Napa’s Municipal Dance Group  
 

THU, 10 NOV 

Classic Songs and Musical film soundtracks Mimoza 

Trio – Classical Group 

Participants: 

Niki Antoniou Karaiskou- mezzo soprano 

Valeria Georgiou – soprano 

Piano: Olga Bortok 
 

THU, 17 NOV 

«Back to the 50`s"  

Performance by Elena’s Dance School  
 

THU, 24 NOV 

"Traditional Colours " - "Las" Music Group  

Performance by Psimolophou Dance group – Kypros 

Kyprianou 

Venue: Agia Napa Municipal Theatre 

Time: 20:00 

Entrance: Free  

 

EVERY THURSDAY 

Join the Walk! 
Agia Napa and the Sea………A different dimension!! 

This «walk» gives an insight to the historic 

connection of the area of Agia Napa with the sea 

and the recent growth of the small fishing village to 

a splendid modern resort.  All along, the tour gives 

one the opportunity to learn more about the area, 

and admire its natural beauties. The participants 

ride on a well-preserved vintage bus to the 

sculpture Park, a sea-view open-air gallery exposing 

the work of over 100 artists, who have exhibited 

their works around the world. Next on the 

programme is a short ride to the breath-taking Agia 

Napa Sea Caves and to the National Park of Cape 

Gkreco. A short walk follows to “Korakas Bridge” a 

‘must-see’ geological formation that resembles a 

bridge or arch over a sea cave and the picturesque 

chapel dedicated to Agii Anargiri situated on the 

north of Cape Gkreco. After a coffee break the tour 

continues along the coast and ends at the 15th 

century Byzantine church of Agia Varvara. The 

guide’s commentary focuses on familiarizing 

participants with the area and offers further 

information on various other sites that the visitor 

may wish to explore on his own or with an 

organised tour. The tour is combined with a ride on 

a unique and well-preserved vintage bus!  

Language: Every other Thursday in English-German 

& English-Swedish 

Starting point: CTO Information Office (12, Leoforos 

Kryou Nerou, CY 5330, T. +357 23721796) 

Time: 10:00  

Duration: 3 hours 

Cost: Gratis. Offered free of charge by the 

Municipality of Agia Napa in collaboration with the 

Cyprus Tourism Organisation and the Cyprus Tourist 

Guides Association 

Booking in advance is necessary 

NO Walks held on public holidays. 
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TROODOS 

 
• SUN, 6 NOV |Alona village 

• SUN, 13 NOV|Pelendri village   

Zivania Festival 2016 
The festival takes place in Alona and Pelendri in two 

consecutive weekends. Zivania is a traditional 

alcoholic beverage produced for centuries in 

Cyprus. Visitors will get the opportunity to observe 

the distillation of zivania at the venues, wander 

around promotional kiosks with traditional 

products, and enjoy delightful music & dance 

performances.  Visitors are encouraged to take a 

walk around the village and get acquainted with the 

rural atmosphere and the local sights. 

 

 

 

Events online tickets: 

 

Tickethour.com.cy  soldoutticketbox.com 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NOTE: The Cyprus Tourism Organisation cannot accept responsibility 
for any changes in any of the events listed above that may occur due to 
unforeseen factors.  Please contact the organisers by phone for 
confirmation. 


